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fantastic.. look forward to the 2-step verification, btw i'm using the mytouch 4g right now and i'm not
willing to move to an older phone when the newest can do the same (and where the email is the same).

thanks! hello, i did this a few days ago (with -4.3) and i was able to get past the factory to boot and
install rom the first time and i forgot my pattern, but after that i was unable to find any mention of how to

do this on the internet except for your video. how do i get to the bootloader to set up the security
pattern? thank you very much! i had this same problem, except i found it said it was meant for 4.1. i

went through your steps and got the bootloader unlocked. i then went to see what it said about security
codes. i reset my security code and then it went to screen that had the code but it showed red x over it. i

then moved to factory reset my phone and then did another security reset and followed these
instructions on the screen that pops up after that. worked like a charm! i seem to have missed something

in your instructions. for me, there seems to be no way to enable usb debugging. when selecting the
device in adb, there are no options to 'enable'. maybe i missed something when i went to the link you

sent. i'm having the same problem. i have a galaxy s4, and my phone won't boot into recovery. all of the
videos and threads i've seen are for phones that were rooted before they were locked and have a set
pattern unlock. i am having trouble following those instructions. i've already tried the restore factory

image. it just boots me into a black screen with a..
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i'd say that the first 4 option are still default for most devices. maybe some are changed by samsung. i
also think we are supposed to use the option marked as - i to check any unprotectable files (this does not
apply to you because you are trying to bypass the security feature to recover your device), now this will

help you only after you've forgotten your pin and don't even have any backups. you won't be able to
recover your password in this case. but just check if they are set to remember by default. if not, set them

to remember or use another option than the first 4. no need to check that. they are not necessary, i've
tested this on my s4 a while ago (i don't remeber what option i used). didn't do any harm to my unlocked

phone, as long as you really want to unlock your phone and don't care about recovering. why do you
need to bypass the security feature?? if you want to use some tool, you'll get the option to recover your

device using other option. if you just want to retrieve the data, you could have just backed up your
device. you don't need to check the files, you can use other options.if you want to remove the lock, try
this: in the samsung box tap the box next to bootloader and select install command line. once you're
back on the normal menus, you're good to go. (i'm not sure how to set the screen timeout so i can't

guarantee this will work every time.) here is an actual picture of the box. if you tap that, a small menu
will open where you can choose which mode you want to boot the phone into. the box was completely

free of charge, but since i don't have a samsung box, i am unable to help you. but i hope you will be able
to solve the issue. 5ec8ef588b
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